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the characteristics associated with personhood - routledge - the characteristics associated with
personhood the syllabus lists eight characteristics associated with personhood. i have arranged them, roughly,
from the simplest to the most complex – in other words, the later characteristics usually depend on the earlier
ones. there is one traditionally very important characteristic that the syllabus does not mention, viz.
possessing a soul. the idea of ... at the margins of moral personhood - eva feder kittay - kittay at the
margins of moral personhood 101 what is at stake in defining moral personhood? people who wish to stake
their claim in the moral universe appeal to a personhood and animals: three approaches - img2.timg personhood and animals: three approaches elisa aaltola, department of philosophy, university of turku, finland
(elanaa@utu) introduction the paper concentrates on different aspects of animal personhood. response to
special section: cloning: technology, policy ... - response to special section: cloning: technology, policy,
and ethics (cqvol7,no2) humanness, personhood, and a lamb named dolly tom koch and mary rowell a recent
issue of cambridge quarterly of ... the ethics of seeking and assessing quality of life - quality of life is a
simple yet complex paradigm, with philosophers, ethicists, sociologists, psychologists, economists,
theologians, clinicians, health services researchers, and lay persons all having “talk to me—i'm human”:
the story of a girl, her ... - 732 “talk to me—i’m human”: the story of a girl, her personhood, and the failures
of health care susan speraw the university of tennessee–knoxville, knoxville, tennessee, usa account of
person - university of florida - is realized in the quality of relationships that one has with fellow community
members and the good communal standing that one commands. further, personhood is not seen as an
abstract or theoretical concept but as an activity that is socially sanctioned. thus dzobo argues “the person
who has achieved a creative personality and productive life and is able to maintain a productive relationship ...
differing conceptions of personhood within the psychology ... - differing conceptions of personhood
within the psychology and philosophy of mary whiton calkins dana noelle mcdonald transactions of the charles
s. peirce society: a quarterly journal in american
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